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Dr. Anna Muller is an architect working with the Namibia Housing Action Group (NHAG) since 1993. NHAG works in alliance with the Shack Dwellers Federation of Namibia (SDFN) to support community initiatives for land, shelter and services. The Shack Dwellers Federation is a national network of 735 low-income saving groups (27,000 plus households) working in all the urban areas in Namibia. Amongst their activities they built 7,000 houses and have profiled all the informal settlement in Namibia with the Community Land Information Program (CLIP) which was initiated with the Ministry or Urban and Rural Development. As an outcome of the CLIP, NHAG/SDFN also support informal settlement upgrading and are now working in 16 urban areas with informal settlement community working in partnership with their Local Authorities and other stakeholders to upgrade their informal settlements. She is also one of the two representatives of the affiliated NGOs on the Shack/Slum Dwellers International (SDI) Management Committee.